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ABSTRACT 

Near-eye display systems, which project digital information directly into the human visual 

system, are expected to revolutionize the interface between digital information and physical world. 

However, the image quality of most near-eye displays is still far inferior to that of direct-view 

displays. Both light engine and imaging optics of near-eye display systems play important roles to 

the degraded image quality. In addition, near-eye displays also suffer from a relatively low optical 

efficiency, which severely limits the device operation time. Such an efficiency loss originates from 

both light engines and projection processes. This dissertation is devoted to addressing these two 

critical issues from the entire system perspective. 

In Chapter 2, we propose useful design guidelines for the miniature light-emitting diode 

(mLED) backlit liquid crystal displays (LCDs) to mitigate halo artifacts. After developing a high 

dynamic range (HDR) light engine in Chapter 3, we establish a systematic image quality evaluation 

model for virtual reality (VR) devices and analyze the requirements for light engines. Our 

guidelines for mLED backlit LCDs have been widely practiced in direct-view displays. Similarly, 

the newly established criteria for light engines will shed new light to guide future VR display 

development. 

To improve the optical efficiency of near eye displays, we must optimize each component. 

For the light engine, we focus on color-converted micro-LED microdisplays. We fabricate a 

pixelated cholesteric liquid crystal film on top of a pixelated QD array to recycle the leaked blue 

light, which in turn doubles the optical efficiency and widens the color gamut. In Chapter 5, we 

tailor the radiation pattern of the light engine to match the etendue of the imaging systems, as a 

result, the power loss in the projection process is greatly reduced. The system efficiency is 
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enhanced by over one-third for both organic light-emitting diode (OLED) displays and LCDs while 

maintaining indistinguishable image nonuniformity. In Chapter 6, we briefly summarize our major 

accomplishments. 

 

Keywords: Virtual reality displays; light engines; micro-LED display; OLED display; LCD 
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CHAPTER1: INTRODUCTION 

With rapid development of information technology, advanced display systems are becoming 

increasingly critical. All digital information needs to be displayed to the viewer. Flat panel displays 

have traditionally been used to show digital information, and nowadays they are ubiquitous in our 

daily lives [1–3]. Despite their widespread applications, there are still several hurdles for the 

display devices to overcome: 1. Limited immersion experience. An immersive experience requires 

a field of view (FOV) greater than 120 degrees, but for flat panel displays, the FOV is proportional 

to the display panel size. Therefore, to achieve an immersive experience (120o FOV), the display 

panel size should be very large. 2. Opaque devices. Flat panel displays are typically opaque and 

thus obstruct the objects behind them, creating a clear separation between the digital and physical 

worlds. Consequently, this makes it challenging to seamlessly integrate digital information into 

our environment. 3. Handheld devices. Portable or wearable displays typically require users to 

hold or strap them to their hands or arms, restricting their ability to operate in the real world. 

1.1 Basics of near-eye display 

Near-eye displays have gained significant attention as a promising solution to the above-

mentioned obstacles. These displays use imaging optics to project a magnified virtual image to the 

viewer, allowing for a large FOV without requiring a large display panel. Additionally, since the 

displayed digital information is integrated into the physical world, near-eye displays offer a 

seamless user experience. Moreover, the compact form factor allows these devices to be worn on 

the head, freeing up the user's hands for other tasks. As a result, near-eye displays are expected to 

revolutionize the interface between digital information and the physical world [4–6]. In general, 
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near-eye displays can be classified into two types: virtual reality (VR) displays, and augmented 

reality (AR) displays [7]. VR displays create a digital virtual world that immerses the user and 

blocks the scenes from the real world. On the other hand, AR displays allow the user to overlay 

the digital information with the surrounding environment. A near-eye display typically consists of 

two main components: light engines and imaging optics. The image from light engine is first 

magnified by the imaging optics and then perceived by the viewer [8,9]. Figure 1-1 illustrates the 

different types of light engines [10]: 1) Light-modulating displays consisting of a light source for 

uniform illumination and a pixelated light-modulating layer for modulating the intensity of each 

pixel. The most typical one is a transmissive liquid crystal display (LCD) [11], where the backlight 

system provides uniform illumination, and the LCD panel controls the transmittance of each pixel 

to display the target image. Liquid-Crystal-on-Silicon (LCoS) is also a kind of light-modulating 

display, but it is reflection type [12]. 2) An emissive display consists of millions of self-emissive 

pixels, where the brightness of each emitter can be individually modulated by the driver circuit. 

Such a self-emissive light source can be an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) [13], quantum-

dot light emitting diode (QLED) [14], or micro-LED [15]. 3) Light scanning display. The laser 

beam scanner (LBS) display consists of a laser module and a fast-response microelectromechanical 

system (MEMS). The MEMS steers the beam to the target pixel position while the laser module 

controls the intensity to display the target image content [16].  

Transmissive LCD and OLED are presently the two primary display technologies used in VR 

displays, which do not require see-through properties. As a result, LCDs and OLED displays 

ranging from two to three inches are placed in front of the user's eyes. On the other hand, AR 

displays require see-through capabilities, so the opaque display panel cannot be placed in front of 
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the user's eyes, but instead, it needs to be placed sidewise. Therefore, light engines less than one 

inch in size are necessary. Different display technologies, including LCoS, LBS, micro-OLED, 

and micro-LED, have their own advantages and disadvantages [10]. 

 

Figure 1-1 Schematic layout of different types of display light engines. (a) Light-modulating 

display; (b) Self-emissive displays; (c) Light scanning display. 

The imaging optics plays a crucial role in converting spatial information of the light engine 

into angular information, as depicted in Figure 1-2. In other words, the imaging optics projects 

light from a specific pixel of the microdisplay to a ray from a specific viewing angle. In VR 

systems, the viewer's eyeballs are located in the areas where different light paths overlap [17,18]. 

However, for AR systems, since the viewer's eyes are usually positioned to the side of the imaging 

optics, additional optical components such as waveguides or holographic films are needed to 
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redirect the projected light toward the viewer [19]. The waveguide's input coupler is then placed 

in the overlapping region of different optical paths to couple all the light into the waveguide. 

 

 

Figure 1-2 Schematic layout of a typical near-eye displays system. 

1.2 Challenges and motivations 

Although several near-eye display products are available commercially, the image quality of 

most near-eye displays is far inferior to that of direct-view displays. Both light engine and imaging 

optics of near-eye display systems play important roles to the degraded image quality. In addition 

to image quality, the limited operation time of near eye displays also impacts user’s experience. In 

general, there are three major challenges for achieving high image quality and high efficiency near 

eye displays: 

1. High dynamic range (HDR). In a VR display, the goal is to generate a virtual world for the 

user. However, due to the large dynamic range of the real world scenes, from bright 

sunlight to dark night, the output images of VR displays should also have a high dynamic 

range to mimic the environment scenes [20–22]. For LCD, whose contrast ratio is about 

5000:1. Such a small light leakage from the LC panel results in a grayish background at 
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the dark state [23,24]. Despite the introduction of miniature light-emitting diode (mLED) 

local dimming backlight to improve the dynamic contrast ratio and bit depth of LCDs, the 

associated halo artifact remains a tough issue [25,26]. 

2. Degraded image quality. In addition to the defects of the light engine itself, the degradation 

of image quality can also come from the imaging optics. One of the most noticeable issues 

is the loss of resolution after the image magnification process, also known as the screen 

door effect [27,28]. Additionally, during the projection process, the imaging optics have 

uneven light collection efficiency on different pixels of the light engines, which can cause 

uneven brightness and color in AR/VR displays, a phenomenon known as the vignetting 

effect [29,30]. Moreover, stray light and the aberration of imaging optics can also cause 

ghosting and resolution loss in AR/VR displays [31,32]. 

3. Low efficiency display systems. The optical imaging system in AR/VR displays is highly 

inefficient. For instance, a Pancake-enabled VR display may lose as much as 75% of the 

light from the optical imaging system [33]. Similarly, diffraction-based waveguide AR 

displays typically have an optical efficiency of only about 1% [6]. In addition, high-

resolution density light engines also suffer from low efficiency. For example, the small 

aperture ratio of a high-resolution LCD panel reduces the transmittance dramatically [34]. 

As the LED chip size decreases to support high-resolution densities, the efficiency of 

micro-LEDs also decreases [35,36]. As a result, the power consumption increases, which 

in turn reduces the operation time of the AR/VR headsets. 

To improve the HDR performance of near-eye display systems, in Chapter 2, we introduce the 

design guidelines for HDR mLED backlit LCDs without halo artifacts. Then, in Chapter 3, we 
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describe an image quality evaluation model for VR displays to optimize the requirements of light 

engine. To improve the light engine efficiency, in Chapter 4 we demonstrate a patterned CLC film 

for the color-conversion micro-LED displays. It doubles the optical efficiency and enables a wide 

color gamut. Chapter 5 focuses on improving the efficiency of a VR display system by reducing 

the efficiency losses during the projection process through matching the etendue of the light engine 

and the imaging optics. As a result of this optimization, the optical efficiency is boosted by 40% 

while maintaining a reasonably good image quality. 
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CHAPTER 2: MINI-LED BACKLIT LCD 

The content of this chapter was previously published in [25]. 

2.1 Background 

HDR is a key requirement for next generation display light engines [21]. To achieve HDR 

performance, three criteria need to be met: 1) true black state and high peak brightness, i.e. high 

contrast ratio (CR>105:1), 2) wide color gamut (≈90% BT2020), 3) more than 10 bits (1024) 

grayscale [37–39]. However, until now, neither LCD nor OLED displays could meet all the above 

requirements. The contrast ratio of an LCD is limited by the depolarization effects of the thin film 

transistor array, LC layer and color filters, and also depends on the LCD mode employed. For 

multi-domain vertical alignment (MVA) LCDs, it has a CR≈5000:1, while for fringe field 

switching (FFS) LCDs, it has a CR≈2500:1 [40]. Although OLEDs exhibit unprecedented contrast 

ratios (CR≈106:1), their peak luminance and lifetimes still need to be improved [41,42]. Recently, 

tandem OLEDs have shown better lifetime and peak luminance, but their higher operating voltages 

may cause an extra burden to the driving circuit [43]. In addition, the bit depth of OLED devices 

is also limited by the driving circuit. Local dimming is an effective technique to improve the 

dynamic contrast of LCD [44,45]. The backlight unit is divided into hundreds to thousands of 

locally dimmable zones, and each zone can independently adjust the illumination according to the 

image content. In darker image areas, the corresponding mLED areas can be locally dimmed, while 

in brighter areas the backlight can be boosted accordingly. Therefore, the dynamic contrast ratio 

of LCD can be improved significantly. However, one drawback of local dimming technology is 

the halo effect [46]. Halo artifacts typically appear around the edges of bright objects surrounded 
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by dark backgrounds. In the edge area, the backlight is partially turned on to provide sufficient 

illumination for bright objects. Therefore, the luminance of a dark background around a bright 

object depends on the native contrast ratio of the LCD, which is about 2500:1 (FFS-LCD). On the 

other hand, turn off the mLED backlight in areas far away from bright objects to show a true dark 

state. As a result, the relatively high brightness at the edges of bright objects can cause halo 

artifacts. 

According to [26], the halo effect can be reduced by increasing the LCD’s native contrast ratio 

and the number of local dimming zones. However, there are still several unanswered questions 

regarding the halo effect in mLED backlit LCDs. For instances, firstly, when a display image is 

received by the human vision system (HVS) [47], the light scattering (glare spread function) inside 

human eye would spread out the light intensity from bright areas, thereby smearing the halo 

artifacts. Secondly, whether the halo effect is noticeable depends heavily on the image content 

itself, but objective methods to evaluate the observability of the halo effect in an image to the HVS 

have been lacking for a long time. Thirdly, it is unclear how the viewing conditions, such as 

viewing angle and ambient light intensity, affects the halo effect. 

2.2 System modelling 

In an mLED backlit LCD system, the light emitted from mLED chips is modulated by some 

optical films, such as quantum dot enhancement film, optical diffuser, and brightness enhancement 

film, before reaching the LC panel. Therefore, the light intensity distribution is highly related to 

the optical design in the backlight unit. Here, we simulate a 15.6-inch 3840×2160 LCD with a 

mLED backlight unit composed of 20,736 (108×192) LED chips with a pitch of 1.8 mm. 
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According to [48], we use following Gaussian function to present the light profile of a single 

mLED: 
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where xLED_c is the locus of the mLED and σ is an expansion characteristic parameter. In our 

simulation, the ratio of σ to the mLED pitch is 0.6, which provides the backlight with a uniformity 

larger than 97%. Figure 2-1 illustrates the simulation process based on the point spread function 

theory for generating HDR mLED LCD images. In this example, the LCD panel has a CR=5000:1 

and there are 162 local dimming zones in the backlight unit; each zone contains 12×12 mLEDs. 

First, the image is divided into several segments according to the number of local dimming zones. 

The mLED brightness in each zone depends on the maximum brightness in that zone, as shown in 

Fig. 2-1(a). Next, we apply the point spread function to each zone to calculate the luminance 

distribution on the LC layer in Fig. 2-1(b). After that, an 8-bit LC panel is used to modulate the 

luminance of each sub-pixel to achieve the target image content as Fig. 2-1(c) shows. To illustrate 

the halo effect more clearly, we depict the normalized contrast ratio distribution (the brightness of 

each pixel divided by the peak brightness of the display image) in Fig. 2-1(d), where the halo 

artifacts surrounding the chess crown are displayed. 
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Figure 2-1 Displayed image of a mLED backlit LCD: (a) Intensity profile of the mLED 

backlight. (b) Luminance distribution of the light incident on LC layer. (c) Displayed image 

after LCD modulation. (d) Normalized contrast ratio distribution of the image displayed by 

mLED backlit LCD. 

2.3 HVS 

So far, we have successfully simulated the image performed by HDR mLED backlit LCD and 

clearly observed the halo effect in the simulated image. Next, we would address the first 

unanswered question: How light scattering in the eyeball smears halo artifacts. Considering the 

light scattering in human eye, it is very important to accurately analyze the halo artifacts perceived 

by the HVS. Here, we call the image on the display panel as “display image”, and that received by 

the observer through HVS as “retinal image”. According to the scattered light of human eye, one 

pixel will spread the light to adjacent pixel, and at the same time, the light from adjacent pixel will 

also be scattered to the pixel. To analyze the glare effect of human eye, the glare spread function 
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from the CIE standard is described below to simulate the relative light intensity scattered from one 

pixel to another: 
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where θ is the visual angle between emitting and receiving pixels, Age stands for the observer’s 

age, and p is the observer’s pigmentation. To be consistent with our subjective experiment, here 

we set p=0 (dark eyes) and age=25. According to the visual angle between each pixel, the 

normalized glare spread function under 550 mm viewing distance is plotted in Fig. 2-2(a). 

Employing the glare spread function to “display image”, we simulate the contrast ratio distribution 

in “retinal image”, as shown in Fig. 2-2(b), including the influence of light scattering from human 

eye. Since light scattering occurs inside human eye, the light from high brightness pixels will 

spread to neighboring pixels, which smears the local contrast. As a result, the halo artifacts become 

blurred and are difficult to distinguish.  
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Figure 2-2 (a) The CIE standard glare spread function under the viewing condition in our 

subjective experiments. (b) Simulated retinal contrast ratio distribution. 

2.4 Image content 

After considering the impact of the human visual system on halo artifacts, we will address the 

second question: how to define an objective evaluation metric to evaluate the noticeability of halo 

artifacts for different image contents. Whether HVS notices the halo effect depends largely on the 

image content itself. Therefore, the number of local dimming zones required to suppress the halo 

effect will vary depending on the image content. For a long time, there was no objective method 

to evaluate such phenomenon. To overcome this problem, we use two factors to evaluate how HVS 

can observe halo effect in an image: 1) Local contrast ratio. When the local contrast ratio is high, 

to maintain the local high brightness the backlight should be bright. As a result, the halo effect in 

the dark area is more serious. 2) Local average luminance. The JND (just noticeable difference) of 

the human visual system is related to the average brightness [49]. When the local average 

brightness is low, the JND is also low, so the halo effect can be observed more easily. Therefore, 

here we propose a new evaluation method called “D-value”, which is the ratio of local contrast to 
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local average brightness in an image, to assess the difficulty for the HVS to observe halo effect. 

The D-value can be defined as: 
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where M and N represent the numbers of pixels in the local area. In the following, we will explain 

how to define the size of a local area. Based on HVS, when the eccentric angle increases, human 

vision will be greatly reduced. Foveal vision corresponding to high-resolution areas is usually 

defined as < ±2.0° from the center of fovea [50]. Therefore, we define the size of the local area 

corresponding to an eccentric angle ±1.2°. Under our subjective experiment setting, the angle 

range (±1.2°) represents the surface area of 240 pixels × 240 pixels on the display panel. According 

to the number of local dimming zones, a local area may contain different numbers of local dimming 

zones. For example, the 4K2K display panel is divided into 162 local areas according to the local 

area size. When the number of local dimming zones is 162, 648 or 1458, one local area contains 

1, 4, or 9 local dimming zones, respectively. In addition, the location of local area is aligned with 

the local dimming zones of the mLED backlight. The test image shown in Fig. 2-3(a) is used to 

illustrate how we define the local area and calculate the corresponding D-value. First, we down 

sample the image according to the local area size (162 local areas). Because one local area may 

contain more than one local dimming zones, the brightness of the local area is determined by the 

maximum brightness of the local dimming zones inside the local area, as shown in Fig. 2-3(b). As 

mentioned above, halo artifacts usually appear on the edges of bright objects surrounded by dark 

backgrounds. Therefore, there are two conditions for the halo artifacts to appear in local areas: 1) 
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in the local area, any local dimming zone is in a high brightness state, and 2) the local dimming 

zone of the adjacent local area is turned off, i.e., dark background. In order to find local areas that 

may have halo artifacts, we first find local areas with gray levels greater than 150 (bright objects). 

After that, 8 adjacent local areas surrounding the bright local areas are evaluated. If there are more 

than 3 adjacent areas with gray levels below 150, we say that the bright local area is surrounded 

by a darker background. Finally, we find the edge where the brightness changes sharply, as shown 

in Fig. 2-3(c). In Fig. 2-3(d), we have outlined five local areas, where the highest D-values are 

represented by red lines, and their corresponding D-values are listed inside the boxes. In Fig. 2-

3(d), based on the D-value method, we predict the local areas with a larger D value should have 

more severe halo artifacts. If we compare the local areas plotted in Fig. 2-3(d) with halo artifacts 

shown in Fig. 2-1(d), the plotted local area has a good match with the region where halo artifacts 

occur. Therefore, we verify that our D-value method can reflect where the halo artifacts occur. 
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Figure 2-3 (a) The test image; (b) The down sampled image according to HVS; (c) The local 

area may have halo artifacts; (d) The top five D-values in the local area may have halo 

artifacts. 

By applying the D-value evaluation method to a target image, the local area where the HVS 

is easier to detect the halo artifacts is found. To quantitatively analyze the halo effect in these local 

areas, an evaluation metric called peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is applied. Here, the PSNR in 

these local areas is called LocalPSNR, which is defined as: 
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where M and N represent the number of pixels in the local area (240×240), Imax is the difference 

between black and white, and ∆I is the brightness difference between simulated retinal image and 

target retinal image. Unlike the PSNR of an entire image that considers all pixels in the image, the 
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advantage of LocalPSNR is that we can exclude pixels that are far away from areas where halo 

artifacts occur. Taking the 4K2K images as an example, there are approximately 8-million pixels 

in each image. However, only pixels at the edge of bright objects surrounded by a dark background 

will be affected by the halo artifacts. Therefore, compared to the PSNR of entire image, 

LocalPSNR can reflect the degraded image quality by halo effect more accurately.  

Let us take the test image shown in Fig. 2-3(a) as an example. Through the model described 

above, we simulated the retinal image of a mLED backlit LCD system with seven different local 

dimming zone numbers (18, 162, 648, 1458, 5832, and 23328) and four LC contrast ratios (1000:1, 

1588:1, 2500:1 and 5000:1). To further explain the function of LocalPSNR, we plot the normalized 

contrast ratio distribution of OLED display in Fig. 2-4(a), and mLED backlit LCD system with 

162 and 648 local dimming zones in Figs. 2-4(b) and 2-4(c) for comparison. The boundary of local 

areas defined by the D-value method is outlined by red color. First, we can clearly observe that as 

the number of local dimming zones increases, the halo artifacts inside the local area decreases. 

Therefore, the image of mLED backlit LCD inside the local areas becomes more comparable to 

that of OLED display. This image quality improvement is also reflected by the higher LocalPSNR 

in Fig. 2-4(d). As a result, for discussing the image quality degradation results from the halo 

artifacts, we think analyzing the image quality inside these local areas is convincing and more 

efficient. The LocalPSNR of all simulated images are calculated and shown in Fig. 2-4(d). In line 

with our expectation, a higher contrast ratio and more local dimming zones help eliminate halo 

artifacts, thereby improving the image quality of the mLED backlit LCD. 
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Figure 2-4 Normalized contrast ratio distribution of the image generated by (a) OLED 

display, (b) mLED backlit LCD with 162 local dimming zones, and (c) mLED backlit LCD 

with 648 local dimming zones. (d) Simulated LocalPSNR of target images. 

2.5 Viewing environment effect 

In this section, we discuss the third issue: how the viewing environment affects the halo 

artifacts. In the above discussion, the viewing environment is completely dark, and the viewing 

angle is in the normal direction. However, in practical applications, the viewing environment has 

a significant impact on the halo effect of mLED backlit LCD. When displaying images under 

ambient light conditions, the total brightness received by the human eye consists of two parts: 

displayed signal and ambient light reflected from the display surface. Here, we conduct an 

experiment to measure the ambient light reflected from the display (OLED laptop Dell XPS15) as 

shown in Figs. 2-5(a) and 2-5(b). Two floor lamps and two ceiling lamps were used to generate 

four levels of ambient lighting conditions, namely 0 lux, 100 lux, 300 lux and 500 lux. The 
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corresponding reflected ambient luminance measured by the luminance meter was 0 nit (below the 

measurement capability), 0.46 nit, 1.26 nit, and 2.47 nit, respectively. The corresponding surface 

reflectivity is about 1.5%. A simple image with a white dot in the center and surrounded by dark 

background was used to analyze the ambient light effect on halo artifacts. Through adding the 

reflected ambient luminance to the displayed image and including the glare effect of HVS, the 

retinal image comparison between the OLED display and the mLED (162 zones) is shown in Fig. 

2-6(a). In addition, in Fig. 2-6(b) we also plot the comparison with 4% surface reflectivity, which 

is the normal value for commercial touch panels. We can clearly observe that the halo artifacts in 

the adjacent areas of the central bright spot are washed out by the reflected ambient light. As a 

result, as the ambient light brightness increases, the number of local dimming zones required for 

an mLED backlit LCD to maintain the same image quality as an OLED display decreases. The 

subjective experiments in the following section will further verify this phenomenon. 

 

Figure 2-5 (a) The ambient light source arrangement (bird view) and (b) measurement 

condition (side view) in the ambient light experiment. 
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Figure 2-6 The contrast ratio of retinal image generated by an OLED display and a mLED 

backlit LCD under different ambient illuminances and surface reflectivity (a) 1.5%, and (b) 

4%. The ambient (AM) 1 to 4 corresponds to 0 lux, 50 lux, 100 lux, and 300 lux, respectively. 

The peak brightness of mLED backlit LCD and OLED display is 400 nits. 

2.6 Subjective experiment 

After answering all the questions about halo artifacts by optical simulation methods, we 

further conduct subjective experiments to verify our results and establish the correlation between 

subjective responses to the proposed evaluation metrics. For example, based on the optical 

simulation process described above, we proposed a quantitative D-value to evaluate the difficulty 

of HVS to distinguish halo effect with various image contents. After that, LocalPSNR is applied 

to reflect the local area image quality where the halo artifacts appear. However, it is necessary to 

further define the minimum LocalPSNR value (perceptual limit) so that HVS cannot distinguish 

the halo artifacts in an mLED backlit LCD. In addition, by adding reflected ambient light to the 

displayed image, we find that the halo artifacts could be washed out by the ambient light. However, 

perception limit in various ambient conditions is still unknown. Therefore, in this section, a 

subjective experiment is designed to find the local dimming zone number required to display 

images with indistinguishable halo effects under different image contents and different ambient 
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light conditions. As shown in Fig. 2-7, five images are used in our subjective experiment. Ten 

people with normal or corrected vision participated in the subjective experiment. Half of them is 

display experts with basic knowledge of halo effect, and the rest are ordinary people without 

relevant knowledge. Four different ambient light illuminances are used to study the impact of 

ambient lighting. The ambient light setting is the same as Fig. 2-5(a), and the background behind 

the monitors is a white painted wall. One thing that should be mentioned is that the floor lamp is 

on the left and right behind the observer, so there is no direct light from the illuminator to the 

observer. Two OLED panels (Dell XPS 15 laptop, panel size 15.6-inch, resolution 3840×2160) 

are employed as the image sources and placed 55-cm away from the observer. One of the OLED 

panels displays a simulated image of mLED backlit LCD with different local dimming zone 

numbers and contrast ratios. The other OLED panel displays the control image. Observers are 

asked to determine whether they can find the difference (halo artifacts) between a pair of displayed 

images. In one test image, 112 pairs (7 different numbers of local dimming zones, 4 different 

ambient light illuminances, 4 different LCD contrasts) of images are displayed to each observer. 

In order to avoid the effects of visual fatigue and prejudice, the observers are required to close 

their eyes between each pair of images, and the simulated image and the control image will be 

randomly displayed on one of the laptops. In addition, the interval between each ambient light is 

15 minutes to ensure correct visual adaptation. 
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Figure 2-7 HDR target images for the subjective experiments: (a) Parking sign, (b) Ferris 

wheel, (c) Mountains, (d) Chess, and (e) Tower. 

Four types of ambient condition are taken into consideration in our subjective experimental 

results, the required zones number of mLED backlit LCD to eliminate the halo artifacts is shown 

in the Fig. 2-8. In most images shown in Figs. 2-8(a), 2-8(b), and 2-8(d), as the ambient light 

increases, the halo artifacts are washed out and thereby fewer zone number can achieve same image 

quality. However, in Fig. 2-8(e), the D-value of this image is the largest among all the five images 

evaluated: the D-value for Parking sign is 50.05, Ferris wheel is 8.63, Mountains is 2.33, Chess is 

34.44, and Tower is 75.78. As mentioned above, a large D-value indicates that the halo effect in 

the image is easy to recognize by HVS. Thus, even if we increase the contrast ratio of the LCD 

panel or ambient light illuminance, the required local dimming zones number is still high. On the 

other hand, in Fig. 2-8(c), the D value of this image is the lowest among all test images so the halo 

effect in the image is hard to distinguish by HVS. The observers cannot see the halo artifacts even 

though the zone number is only 18. The benefit of making more local dimming zones is limited. 

In these two extreme cases, local dimming cannot provide great improvement in image quality. 
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Figure 2-8 Required local dimming zone number to suppress the halo effect under different 

ambient lighting: (a) Parking sign, (b) Ferris Wheel, (c) Mountains, (d) Chess, and (e) Tower. 

In the following discussion, as we define a suitable local dimming zone number for different 

ambient light conditions, we focus on the images whose quality can be improved by the local 

dimming method. The average zone number from these images under different ambient conditions 

is shown in Fig. 2-9. According to our subjective experiment, as the ambient light gets brighter, 

the halo effect is alleviated. Thus, an mLED backlit LCD can obtain comparable image quality to 

OLED with a fewer local dimming zone number. In addition, the LCD panel with a high native 

contrast ratio leads to weak halo artifacts, which is easier to be washed out by the ambient light. 

For example, for an mLED backlit LCD with CR=1000, the required zone number is reduced from 

4500 to 2800 when the ambient light increases from 0 to 500 lux. However, in the same ambient 

light range, when the LCD’s CR=5000, the required zone number drops from 500 to 40. 
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Figure 2-9 Required local dimming zone number to achieve indistinguishable halo effect 

under different ambient lighting conditions. Here, we only consider those image contents 

that can be improved through local dimming. 

2.7 Summary 

While mLED-backlit LCDs can widen the dynamic range and enhance the contrast ratio 

through local dimming technology, the accompanying halo artifact severely degrades the image 

quality. In this chapter, we focus on analyzing and mitigating the halo artifacts of mLED-backlit 

LCDs. We build an optical simulation model to analyze the root cause of halo artifacts of an mLED 

backlit LCD. Moreover, since all displayed images are perceived by the HVS, we further take the 

HVS effect into account and find that the light scattering in the HVS helps to smear halo artifacts. 

Furthermore, we propose an objective metric (D-value) to evaluate the noticeability of halo 

artifacts under different image contents. Our results show that if the D-value is too large (75.78) 
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or too small (2.33), the image quality cannot be noticeably improved by the local dimming method. 

Additionally, the D-value metric can identify the local areas where halo artifacts are most 

noticeable. The PSNR values of these local areas are further defined as Local PSNR to reflect the 

severity of halo artifacts. Then, we also evaluate the halo artifacts of mLED-backlit LCDs under 

different viewing conditions, including various ambient lighting conditions and viewing angles. 

Further visual experiment is conducted and find that as the ambient illuminance increases from 0 

(dark room) to 500 lux, the dimming zones required to suppress the halo effect are reduced by 

∼10x.  
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CHAPTER 3: OPTIMIZING LIGHT ENGINES FOR VR DEVICES  

3.1 background 

The HDR standard has always been the pursuit of both direct view displays and head-mounted 

displays. Chapter 2 provides a detailed analysis of how to design a HDR mLED backlit LCD 

without halo artifacts. In this chapter, we focus on of how to design HDR head-mounted displays. 

In a VR device, the image from display light engines is first magnified by the imaging optics and 

then received by the human visual system. In the past, the requirements of a display light engine 

are designed based on the visual acuity and dynamic range of HVS. The magnified image after 

imaging optics should support visual acuity of 60 pixels per degree (ppd) and sufficient dynamic 

range. Therefore, display light engines with high resolution density and high dynamic range are 

required [22,51]. 

From the perspective of high-resolution density, according to the focal length of the imaging 

optics (40 mm) and the target visual acuity (60 ppd), the required resolution density for the display 

light engine is calculated to be about 2200 ppi [52]. Moreover, the required resolution density is 

inversely proportional to the focal length of the imaging optics. Therefore, an advanced 

catadioptric imaging optics, known as pancake lens, helps shorten the focal length (< 30mm) to 

obtain a more compact form factor, but it requires a higher resolution density display light engine 

(>3000 ppi). The major challenge of a high-resolution density LCD is its relatively low optical 

efficiency, and a white OLED display light engine is its increased electrical and optical crosstalk 

[53]. On the other hand, from high dynamic range viewpoint, light leakage from an LCD panel 

reduces the contrast ratio. To increase contrast ratio and dynamic range, LCDs with dual light 

modulation layers have been developed. The first light modulation layer is the LC panel, and the 
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second layer can be a 2D mLED array, a lower resolution density LCD panel, or a laser beam 

scanning system. The details of 2D local dimming mLED backlit LCD for direct-view displays 

have been discussed in Chapter 2. Here, we focus on the mLED backlit LCDs for VR applications 

[54,55]. Some VR products equipped with a mLED backlight have been released. However, to 

mitigate halo artifacts, mLED backlight with thousands of local dimming zones is not uncommon; 

each local dimming zone corresponding to 0.41° viewing angle (i.e., 2.43 zones per degree), when 

the native LCD contrast ratio is 2000:1 [26]. With the same local dimming zone density, to achieve 

100° field of view (FOV) in a VR headset, we need 243×243 local dimming zones for a 2-inch 

display light engine. The corresponding local dimming zone size is only about 150µm, which is 

challenging to fabricate. Therefore, when implementing mLED backlit LCDs for VR devices, the 

density of local dimming zones is often much lower than that of direct-view displays. Self-emissive 

displays, such as organic light-emitting diode (OLED) and micro-LED displays, are regarded as 

outstanding display light engine candidates because of their excellent dark state. However, in 

practical applications, the small pixel size restricts the design of compensation driving circuits, 

thereby degrading the image quality. Based on the above discussion, for all types of display light 

engines, it is extremely difficult to meet the HVS requirements. But do we really need to design a 

display light engine to meet all the demanding HVS requirements remains a good question to be 

explored. 

3.2 Pancake lens design 

As shown in Fig. 3-1(a), in this study, for simplicity, we use a single-lens VR imaging optics 

in the system. Details of the lens design have been reported earlier [56,57]. The front surface of 
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this pancake lens is a half mirror. The back surface of the pancake lens is a reflective circular 

polarizer that reflects one circular polarization while transmitting the opposite one. Let us assume 

it reflects righthanded circularly polarized (RCP) light and transmits the lefthanded circularly 

polarized (LCP) light. Such a reflective circular polarizer consists of a half-wave (λ/2) plate, a λ/4 

plate, and a multilayer reflective polarizer. The optical axis of the λ/2 plate and the λ/4 plate is at 

15° and 75°, respectively, to form a broadband quarter-wave plate. Regarding the reflective 

polarizer, multilayer films with central wavelengths of 0.42, 0.46, 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70, 

0.76, and 0.82 µm are used for broadband applications [58]. While more complex optical designs 

such as two- or three-lens designs and multi-twisted λ/4 plates [59] could further improve the PSF 

and suppress the stray light for the pancake VR devices. However, some of these designs are costly 

and have alignment issues, and some cause more surface reflections (stray light). The goal of this 

work is to establish the display requirements based on the optical performance of the VR imaging 

optics. To keep in mind that a different VR imaging optics leads to different display requirements. 

The measurement system consists of an ideal lens with 4-mm aperture and a receiver located at 

the focal plane of the ideal lens. When a collimated light impinges the lens at a different angle, it 

is focused at an off-axis position. Meanwhile, as long as the incident light is not perfectly 

collimated, the focus on the receiver is blurred. 

As mentioned above, the PSF of the imaging optics consists of the effects from aberrations 

and stray light. In this paragraph, let us first focus on the impact of aberrations on image quality, 

so we turn off the raytracing of stray light in the optical simulation model. Figure 3-1(b) shows the 

ray paths of point sources at different x-axis positions. The point source at the center corresponds 

to the normal viewing angle. As the point source moves from the center to the positive x-axis on 
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the microdisplay, the image is formed in the negative x-axis of the receiver. As shown in Fig. 3-

1(b), the corresponding viewing angle of each point source can be calculated through L1 and L2, 

where L1 is the distance between the lens and the receiver, and L2 is the distance between the center 

of receiver and the imaging point. Different point source corresponds to various L2 on the receiver 

and different viewing angle. Figure 3-1(c) depicts the intensity distribution of different point 

source within the 20° FOV and the corresponding viewing angle is also marked in the figure. Here, 

we focus on the analysis within 20° FOV, which is a typical eye rotation range. For the FOV larger 

than 20°, the users often turn their heads. It appears that a point source located far from the center 

results in a lower peak intensity and a wider spot size. In other words, the resolution of the lens 

drops sharply. We further align the peak positions of different intensity distributions, as shown in 

Fig. 3-1(d), to illustrate that the intensity distribution broadens with increasing viewing angle. 

Aberrations widen the intensity distribution, which in turn lowers the maximum resolvable density 

of light engines. This is different from ideal resolution density based on the human visual acuity, 

which is 60 pixels per degree. However, after considering the aberration of VR imaging optics, the 

targeted resolution density of light engines should be determined by the resolving power of 

imaging optics, rather than HVS. 
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Figure 3-1 (a) Schematic of Pancake VR device in LightTools. (b) The ray path of point 

source in different positions with 1-mm step. (c) The 1D intensity distribution of each point 

source. (VA: viewing angle) (d) Normalized intensity distribution of point sources 

corresponding to different viewing angles, where the peak positions of the different intensity 

distributions are aligned. 

In this paragraph, the effect of stray light on the PSF of the imaging optics is considered. Stray 

light is caused by the surface reflection and depolarization of imaging optics. The optical path 

scheme of the pancake imaging optics is shown in Fig. 3-2. The non-ideal reflective polarizer and 

quarter-wave plate cannot convert the light of different wavelength and incident angle to the 

desired circular polarization as it propagates through the imaging optics. In common practices, the 
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polarization is slightly elliptical, which causes stray light to degrade the image contrast in a VR 

device. Figure 3-2(a)-(c) shows different types of light paths in different colors: signal (green 

color), stray light: type 1 (orange color), and stray light: type 2 (red color), respectively. To 

evaluate the stray light effect, we need to trace the stray light whose intensity is much lower than 

that of the signal beam. Here, we lower the raytracing power threshold to 10-5, which means rays 

are traced until the power drops below 10-5. Also, to maintain the simulation accuracy, the total 

number of traced rays is 2x108, and more importantly, after a ray hits each surface, it is further 

split into reflected, transmitted, and absorbed rays. Compared to the signal beam passing through 

the pancake lens three times, type 1 stray light passes through the pancake lens only once. 

Therefore, it has a shorter optical path in the pancake lens, i.e., it experiences a smaller optical 

power. This insufficient lens power results in a diverging beam impinging on the ideal lens, and 

the diverging beam would be focused farther from the intended receiver. By contrast, type-2 stray 

light is reflected twice by the RP and experiences a stronger lens power than the signal beam. As 

a result, the ray path is focused in front of the intended receiver. Additionally, Fig. 3-2(d) illustrates 

the stray light from an off axis point source, where the center of the stray light is separated from 

the signal beam. In other words, ghost images caused by stray light do not surround the target 

image point but are separated from it. It is worth mentioning that in Fig. 3-2(d) we only show the 

signal beam and type 1 stray light, which are the ray paths with maximum power, without including 

the type 2 stray light, to keep the figure visible. For the point source located at the center of display, 

the power ratio of stray light to signal ray is about 3.65%. This value is comparable to the result 

(2%-10%) reported in [60]. 
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Figure 3-2 The scheme demonstrating the light path for a pancake VR device. The path of 

(a) signal ray (green color), (b) stray light (type 1; orange color), and (c) stray light (type 2; 

red color) in the LightTools simulation model. (d) The path of signal ray (green color) and 

stray light (type 1; orange color) of an off axis point source. 

After separately introducing the effects of aberrations and stray light on the PSF of the imaging 

optics, we take both factors into consideration in the following analysis. Different test patterns as 

shown in Fig. 3-3(a) are applied to the VR device to evaluate the stray light effect on image 

contrast. The white image size corresponds to a FOV of approximately 40° (± 20°). In each test 

pattern, the central black image occupies 2.5°, 7°, and 12° of FOV, respectively. For an ideal 

imaging optics, the central area should be black (intensity = 0). However, the stray light from 

adjacent pixels lowers the image contrast, as Fig. 3-3(b–d) shows. Here, the image contrast is 
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defined by the ratio of average intensity of dark areas to the average intensity of bright areas. The 

image contrast for the three presented patterns is 108:1 (FOV = 2.5°), 236:1 (FOV = 7°), and 422:1 

(FOV = 12°), respectively. Figure 3-3 illustrates that although a perfect microdisplay is applied, 

the image contrast is severely degraded by the stray light of imaging optics. It is worth mentioning 

that when the dark area expands to about 12° FOV, the intensity at the center of the dark area is 

reduced to zero. As a result, we did not continue to increase the dark area size. 

 

Figure 3-3 (a)The test pattern with different size of dark region (FOV = 2.5°, 7° and 12°). 

Normalized illuminance distributions of test patterns with dark regions corresponding to (b) 

2.5°, (c) 7°, and 12° FOV. 
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3.3 Display light engines 

From the perspective of microdisplays, two types of microdisplays are widely used in VR 

headsets: LCDs and OLED displays. Due to the limited intrinsic contrast of LCDs (<5000:1), the 

small light leakage in the dark state cause image artifacts in a VR device. In the following, we 

evaluate the dark state of a display with a contrast ratio of 500:1, 1000:1, 2000:1, and 106:1 (perfect 

dark state). Here, OLEDs, mLED backlit LCDs, and micro-LEDs are considered as having a 

perfect dark state, where the brightness of dark state is zero. The radiation pattern of the display is 

set to be directional as Fig. 3-4(a) shows. 

 

Figure 3-4 (a) Directional radiation pattern of the light engine. (b) Test pattern with various 

resolution density: T = 500µm, 200µm, 100µm, 40µm, and 20µm, and the size corresponding 

to 40° FOV. 

Moreover, to evaluate the image quality of a VR system, the test patterns with frequency of 

[0.38, 0.95, 1.9, 4.75, and 9.5] cycles per degree (cpd) is displayed by the light engine. The 

corresponding linewidth (T) of each resolution pattern on the display is 500µm, 200µm, 100µm, 
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40µm, and 20µm, respectively, and the pattern size is 40° FOV as Fig. 3-4(b) depicts. To support 

a 20-µm line width, the resolution density of the microdisplay should be higher than 1270 ppi. 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

Figures 3-5 and 3-6 illustrate the intensity distribution on the receiver for different test patterns 

analyzed by the optical model shown in Fig. 3-1(a). Because the test pattern only varies along x-

axis but remains uniform along y-axis [Fig. 3-4(b)], the intensity distribution is averaged along y-

axis. We plot the average intensity distributions on linear and logarithmic scales in Figures 3-5 

and 3-6, respectively. Logarithmic scale images help illustrate the intensity distribution at low 

intensity levels. Therefore, the effects of stray light are more easily observed. Figure 3-5(a), (b), 

(c), (d) and (e) correspond to different pattern frequencies. Additionally, the bin ranges on the 

receiver are -1000 bins and 1000 bins, corresponding to the viewing angle ranges of -10° and +10°. 

In another word, 2000 bins correspond to a FOV of 20° (one bin: 0.01°). Let us first focus on the 

results for a perfect dark-state panel (e.g., OLED or micro-LED) whose image degradation is 

caused only by the imaging optics. For the low frequency test patterns (0.38, 0.95 and 1.9 cpd), 

the pattern remains clear over the entire receiver area. The image contrast degradation is mainly 

caused by the stray light from the imaging optics. In these figures, the dark state ranges from 0.001 

to 0.003, depending on the location. To clearly demonstrate the dark-state variation, Fig. 3-6(a), 

(b), (c), (d) and (e) depicts the average intensity distribution on the receiver in a logarithmic scale. 

This stray light sets the upper limit for the device contrast ratio to be about a few hundreds to one, 

even when the dark state of display is perfectly black. The contrast variation is mainly determined 

by the stray light distribution on the receiver. As the test pattern frequency increases (4.75 and 9.5 
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cpd), the patterns from large viewing angles are merged so that the image contrast decreases. 

Therefore, image contrast gradually decreases with increasing viewing angle. The maximum 

image contrast in the center view is about 300:1 (4.75 cpd) and 50:1 (9.5 cpd). Under the high-

frequency pattern, we notice that the image contrast is mainly determined by the aberration of the 

imaging optics. At larger viewing angles, the widened PSF caused by aberration severely reduces 

the image contrast. Under such condition, the stray light no longer makes a significant impact on 

the image contrast. Overall, for low-frequency target images, the image quality is mainly affected 

by the stray light from the imaging optics. By contrast, for high-frequency target images, the image 

quality is mainly degraded by the aberration of the imaging optics. 
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Figure 3-5 Illuminance distributions in linear scales of test patterns with resolutions of (a) 

0.38 cpd, (b) 0.95 cpd, (c) 1.9 cpd, (d) 4.75 cpd, and (e) 9.5 cpd. The corresponding contrast 

ratio distributions of display light engines with various contrast ratios are also plotted. 
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Figure 3-6 Illuminance distributions in logarithmic scales of test patterns with resolutions of 

(a) 0.38 cpd, (b) 0.95 cpd, (c) 1.9 cpd, (d) 4.75 cpd, and (e) 9.5 cpd. 
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Display artifacts, such as light leakage from the LCD, are also considered in the simulation. 

Figures 3-6(a), (b) and (c) illustrate that the light leakage from LCD is comparable to (or even 

weaker than) the intensity of stray light (0.001 to 0.003). Therefore, compared to an OLED display 

with a perfect dark state, as shown in Fig. 3-5(a), (b), and (c), the imperfect display contrast only 

reduces the peak image contrast by [43%, 60%, 80%] for an LCD with CR= [500:1, 1000:1, 

2000:1], respectively. Moreover, boosting display contrast by 4x, e.g., from 500:1 to 2000:1, only 

improves the image contrast by 1.8x. In other words, due to the disturbance of stray light, simply 

increasing the display contrast cannot achieve the expected high-contrast image, i.e., the benefit 

of increasing display contrast is limited. For high-resolution patterns, the image contrast degrades 

severely because the aberration leads to pattern merging as shown in Fig. 3-6(d), and (e). Under 

this condition, display artifacts do not cause a significant reduction in image contrast. Additionally, 

the aberration of the imaging optics limits the maximum resolvable density of light engines to ~9.5 

cpd, which corresponds to 1270 ppi for the microdisplay. Therefore, the benefit to further increase 

the display’s resolution density is not obvious in our pancake VR device. It is worth noting that 

the optical resolving power of the VR imaging optics depends on the lens design. Some two-lens 

or three-lens designs may offer a higher optical resolving power and thus shall require a higher 

resolution density display. 

Recently, using mLED backlight to achieve high dynamic range for LCDs has attracted much 

attention. However, how to design the number of local dimming zones remains unclear. Here, 

based on the above analysis, we plot the image contrast under normal view as a function of pattern 

frequency, as shown in Fig. 3-7. Notably, the lowest pattern frequency is as low as 0.0475 cpd. 

Same as the above analysis, for high-frequency patterns (>5 cpd), the aberration of the VR device 
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is the dominant factor affecting the image contrast. Regardless of the display performance, the 

image contrast is almost the same because the aberration of the VR device results in pattern 

merging. For the frequency ranging from 0.1 cpd to 5 cpd, stray light is a major contributor to the 

decreased image contrast and there is no noticeable gain in increasing the display contrast. For 

low-frequency patterns (<0.1 cpd), the intrinsic contrast of the microdisplay becomes the dominant 

factor affecting the image contrast. A high contrast microdisplay significantly improves the image 

contrast of a VR device. From a mLED backlight design perspective, the smaller local dimming 

zone size support a higher frequency pattern with a higher display contrast. On the other hand, a 

larger local dimming zone size only support lower frequency modes with a high display contrast. 

Based on above discussion, it is not helpful to apply extremely small-sized local dimming zones 

to support high-frequency test patterns with a high display contrast. This is because the image 

contrast of a VR device for high-frequency image contents is primarily determined by the optical 

properties of the imaging optics (stray light and aberration of imaging optics). A high display 

contrast helps improve the VR image contrast when the pattern frequency is low. As Fig. 3-7 

shows, when the test pattern frequency is between 0.1 cpd and 0.0475 cpd (pink region), a higher 

display contrast ratio makes a more noticeable contribution to the VR image contrast. The 0.1-cpd 

and 0.0475-cpd test pattern frequency corresponds to 2-mm and 4-mm width in the microdisplay, 

respectively. Therefore, considering a 40-mm x 40-mm microdisplay supporting a 100° FOV, the 

desired local dimming zone number is about 400 (20×20) to 100 (10×10), depending on the 

intrinsic LCD contrast. For an LCD with CR≥2000:1, the image contrast is comparable to an 

OLED display with a perfect dark state, even with test patterns frequencies as low as 0.1 cpd. 

Therefore, we only require about 100 (10×10) local dimming zones to see a significantly improved 
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image contrast when the frequency is below 0.1 cpd. On the other hand, for an LCD with CR = 

500:1, the image contrast at a frequency of 0.1 cpd is noticeably different from that of an OLED 

display. Thus, about 400 (20×20) local dimming zones would be required to improve the image 

contrast of test pattern with 0.1-cpd frequency. This value is close to that of commercial product 

such as Meta Quest Pro, which has about 500 mLED local dimming zones. 

Further subjective experiments or human visual models which take the contrast sensitivity 

function of HVS into consideration are essential to determine the indistinguishable image contrast 

difference. In the above simulation, the test pattern has an average picture level (APL) of 50% 

(half the pixels on and half off) and a size range of 40° FOV. In practice, the severity of stray light 

depends on the APL of the image content. When more pixels are turned on, the adjacent pixels 

receive more stray light, which in turn reduces the image contrast. Moreover, the birefringence of 

the lens is not considered in our simulations [61]. Therefore, further comparisons between the 

simulation results and physical experimental results are necessary. 
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Figure 3-7 Simulated image contrast of a VR device of test pattern with different frequency 

(0.0475 cpd to 9.5 cpd). Aberrations, stray light, and display contrast mainly determine 

image contrast for high-frequency (>5 cpd), mid-frequency (>0.1 cpd and <5 cpd), and low-

frequency (<0.1 cpd) image content, respectively. 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we evaluate the image degradation of VR devices caused by both imaging 

optics and the light engine and found that the stray light and aberrations of imaging optics lead to 

non-negligible image degradation. The image contrast of fringe patterns at different frequencies is 

used as an evaluation metric. In a VR system, the aberration of imaging optics limits the maximum 

resolvable density of light engines, and the existence of stray light, although undesirable, sets the 

upper limit for the device contrast ratio. Furthermore, because enhancing the display contrast only 

significantly improves the image contrast of low-frequency contents (<0.1cpd), when applying 
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mLED backlight to the LCD light engine, the size of the local dimming zone does not need to be 

very small. It just needs to be properly sized (around 2-mm to 4-mm wide, depending on the 

intrinsic LCD’s contrast ratio) to improve the image contrast of low-frequency patterns. Overall, 

our system analysis suggests that to prevent excessive design, the requirements of light engines 

should not be designed according to the HVS, but rather based on the employed imaging optics of 

the VR devices. 
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CHAPTER 4: HIGH-EFFICIENCY QD-µLED LIGHT ENGINE 

The content of this chapter was previously published in [62]. 

4.1 Background 

Micro-LED (μ-LED) with a perfect dark state and high peak brightness has become a 

promising light engine candidate for HDR near-eye displays [63,64]. However, because of the 

high-resolution density requirements, the conventional mass transfer methods used for direct view 

red, green, and blue (RGB) micro-LED large screen displays are not suitable [65–67]. To improve 

the resolution density of μ-LED displays, two methods have been proposed to assemble the 

backplane driver circuitry and LED array: flip-chip bonding and wafer bonding [68,69]. For flip-

chip bonding, the μ-LED is fabricated on the LED substrate, and the metal bonding ball is prepared 

on the complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) substrate. Two wafers are then aligned 

and bonded using thermal-compression method, but the pixel size is limited to around 10 μm with 

this method. For the wafer-bonding type, the LED epi is firstly bonded to the silicon driver and μ-

LED is directly fabricated on the CMOS wafer, eliminating the need for alignment during the 

bonding process. The pixel size can be reduced to less than 5 μm. While these methods can achieve 

high-resolution densities, the displays are usually monochromic. To obtain full-color displays, an 

x-prism or other optical design is required to combine the RGB colors from three separate micro-

LED panels. However, additional optical elements increase the size of the light engine and are not 

suitable for the compact near-eye displays.  

To address these problems, assembling a blue μ-LED array with a color conversion layer has 

been proposed. The blue light emitted by the μ-LED array excites the color conversion materials, 
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such as phosphors, quantum dots (QDs), or perovskite nanocrystals, to produce vivid colors [70–

72]. However, the blue light leakage, low color-conversion efficiency (CCE), and optical crosstalk 

are still problematic [62,73–75].  

4.2 Color-converted micro-LED display 

Figure 4-1 shows the device structure of the proposed color-converted micro-LED display. It 

consists of a blue micro-LED array at the bottom, an adhesion layer, a patterned color-conversion 

film, a patterned CLC film, and a top color filter array to form RGB sub-pixels. The blue LED 

array is protected and planarized by black photoresist to prevent lateral leakage of blue light 

[76,77]. The blue light emitted from the top passes through the adhesion layer and is down-

converted into green and red lights by the QD or perovskite material. Afterward, the leaked blue 

light is recycled by the patterned CLC to improve color conversion efficiency. Here, a CLC film 

with opposite handedness is assembled to recover the unpolarized leakage light from blue micro-

LED. Finally, the color filters are aligned with the RGB sub-pixels to absorb the rest blue light and 

prevent ambient light excitation. To evaluate the improvement resulting from adding a patterned 

CLC film to the display system, the device performance without such a CLC film is also analyzed 

below. In the following, we set the sub-pixel size as 100 μm×200 μm and the LED chip size as 50 

μm×100 μm. To analyze the severity of optical crosstalk, the employed adhesion layer is in the 20 

μm to 60 μm range. 
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Figure 4-1 Device configuration of the proposed color-converted micro-LED display. 

We use ray tracing software (LightTools) to simulate the performance of our proposed display 

system. The emission spectrum of the blue LED is shown in Figure 4-2(a), and its optical 

performance will be analyzed later. The photoluminescence characteristics of QD are simulated 

by Advanced Physics Module in LightTools. The absorption and emission spectra of green 

perovskite nanocrystals and cadmium-based red QDs are also plotted in Fig. 4-2(a) [78,79]. In our 

model, the mean free path is the average length of ray propagation before impacting QD particles, 

which is used to express the concentration of the color conversion film. Due to the 

photolithographic fabrication process, the color conversion film thickness is limited to 5-9 µm 

[80]. A thicker QD film would reduce the blue light leakage, but the self-absorption effect is also 

more pronounced. The photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of our perovskite film is 0.7, 

and the refractive index of the color conversion film is 1.5. In addition, two types of color filters 

(CFs) are used in our simulation, and their transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 4-2(b). Compared 

to CF1, CF2 provides a wider color gamut, but at the expense of lower optical efficiency. 
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Figure 4-2 (a) Emission spectrum of the blue micro-LED; absorbance (dashed lines) and 

photoluminescence spectra of green perovskite nanocrystal and red QD. (b) Transmission 

spectra of color filters CF1 and CF2. 

4.3 Patterned CLC polymer film 

The fabrication process of patterned CLC film is illustrated in Fig. 4-3. In experiment, we 

prepared a CLC precursor consisting of 92.95 wt.% reactive mesogen RM257 (from HCCH) as 

LC monomer, 2.8 wt.% S5011 or R5011 chiral dopants (from HCCH), 4 wt.% of photo-initiator 

Irgacure 651 (from BASF), and 0.25 wt.% of surfactant Zonyl 8857A (from DuPont). First, we 

spin-coated a thin Brilliant Yellow (BY) photo-alignment layer on a clean glass substrate, and then 

illuminated it by a blue laser (=450nm) to create the alignment pattern. Next, we spin-coated the 

CLC precursor on top of the BY layer to replicate the alignment. In our design, in order to reflect 

blue light, the helical pitch length of the CLC is set at ~298 nm and the film thickness is about 8 

helical pitches to establish Bragg reflection. Then, we conducted the patterned UV curing process 

to create two different textures on the CLC film. The photo-polymerization process was only 

carried out in the transparent area to form a stable polymer film (P-CLC). After that, the sample 

was heated to 140°C, and the CLC material in the unexposed area (FC-CLC) became isotropic. 
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Last, the cooling process and UV curing were performed simultaneously. During the cooling 

process, the LC changed from isotropic back to cholesteric, and the arrangement was completely 

random.  

 

Figure 4-3 Fabrication process of the proposed patterned CLC film. 

Figure 4-4(a) depicts the transmission spectrum of the film's planar and focal conic texture 

measured by a circularly polarized light having the same chirality as the CLC film. In addition, 

several kinds of patterned CLC films with different feature sizes were produced to prove that they 

can meet different display applications. Figure 4-4(b) shows some photomicrographs of patterned 

CLC films with feature sizes of 10 µm, 20 µm, 40 µm, and 80 µm. 

 

Figure 4-4 Measured transmission spectra of the planar state and the focal-conic texture on 

a patterned CLC film. (b) Microscope images showing a patterned CLC film with 10-µm, 

20-µm, 40-µm, and 80-µm feature sizes. 
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In addition, we also simulated the optical performance of the patterned CLC films [81] 

fabricated using a high birefringence (∆n) LC monomer (for example, Merck RMS16/091, ∆n = 

0.3 at =450 nm). Such a high ∆n material helps to broaden the reflection band of the P-CLC film. 

Here, we name the film made with ∆n = 0.3 as the wide-band (WB) CLC film, and the film made 

with RM257 LC monomer as the narrow-band (NB) CLC film. The average reflectance of the P-

CLC film in the blue spectral region can be calculated by the following formula: 
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where SLED is the spectral power density of blue light emitted by the micro-LED, and RCLC is the 

reflection spectra of CLC film at different incident angles.  

Based on Eq. (1), the average reflectivity of the WB- and NB-CLC films as a function of 

incident angles is plotted in Fig. 4-5(a). On the other hand, in the FC-CLC segment, the tiny multi-

domain CLCs with random distribution scatter the incident light. The total transmittance is about 

95%, and its angular transmission profile is plotted in Fig. 4-5(b). Unlike the reflection band of P-

CLC, which exhibits a strong polarization selectivity, the scattering property of FC-CLC is 

polarization independent. The measured optical properties of the patterned CLC film will be 

further applied in our LightTools model to evaluate the display performance of color-converted 

micro-LED display integrated with the CLC film. 
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Figure 4-5 (a)Average reflectivity of WB and NB P-CLC films in the blue light spectrum 

(micro-LED) at different incident angles (in air). (b) Measured angular transmission profile 

of the focal conic CLC film at normal incidence. 

4.4 Blue micro-LED array 

The device structure of the thin-film flip-chip LED is shown in Fig. 4-6(a). It consists of a 

metal mirror with high reflectivity, a p-GaN layer (about hundreds of nanometers), a multiple 

quantum well (MQWs) layer (about 100 nm) and an n-GaN layer (about a few microns). For the 

emission source, due to the valence band characteristics of GaN, anisotropic InGaN emission with 

the dipole axis parallel to the crystal C plane (only in-plane dipole) is considered [82]. The light 

intensity of the TM component is much smaller than that of the TE component [83]. The direction 

of light emission and the polarization vector can be represented by the azimuthal angle φ and the 

polar angle θ shown in Figure 4-6(b). The electric field of p is in the same plane as the c-axis and 

the direction of emitting ray. On the other hand, the electric field of s oscillates vertically to this 

plane and the electric field of p. The main TE component produces a light source consisting of s-

polarized component and cos2 θ of the p-polarized component, as shown in Fig. 4-6(c) and 4-6(d) 

[84]. 
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Figure 4-6 (a) Schematic design of micro-LED chips considered in this study. (b) Schematic 

diagrams of coordinate system in simulation and measurement. The angular distributions of 

(c) s-polarized component and (d) cos2θ of the p-polarized component. 

Since the emitted MQW layer is close to the bottom mirror, the interference between the dipole 

source and the reflected light from the bottom mirror will form a high and low intensity area. The 

radiation pattern inside the LED chip varies with the thickness of the p-GaN layer. Here, the 

radiation pattern is simulated by the FDTD method and the theoretical interference numerical 

equation. In both methods, the half-cavity approximation is applied [85]. The refractive index of 

GaN is 2.45, and Ag is 0.14 + 2.47i, so the reflectivity between p-GaN and Ag is about 90%.  

Based on the interference theory, the radiation pattern can be described as: 

                                   
2 2 2

0 0 1 22 cos( )r rtotalE E E E E= + +  +                                (4-2) 
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where E0 is the amplitude of the emitted light, Er is the amplitude of the reflected light, Φ1 is the 

phase shift due to optical path difference, and Φ2 is the phase shift resulting from mirror reflection.  

According to the light polarization (s or p polarization) and the material’s refractive index, the 

phase shift at a specular reflection can be calculated by the Fresnel reflection theory. On the other 

hand, the phase shift caused by the optical path difference can be obtained by the following 

formula: 
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                                                 (4.3) 

where hp is the thickness of p-GaN, θ is the polar angle, and λn is the effective wavelength.  

For the FDTD method, the simulated LED structure is shown in Figure 4-7(a). Two dipoles 

aligned along x and y axes, corresponding to the s and p polarizations are simulated, respectively. 

In Figure 4-7(b), the radiation pattern of p-GaN with a thickness of 100 nm simulated by the FDTD 

model is shown as dotted lines, and the radiation pattern calculated by the theoretical interference 

equation is drawn with a solid line. The agreement between these two methods is very good. In 

the following paragraph, the influence of p-GaN thickness on optical crosstalk will be analyzed. 
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Figure 4-7 (a) Schematic diagram of the simulated LED structure in FDTD simulation (half-

cavity approximation is applied). (b) Simulated angular distribution inside the GaN LED by 

the FDTD model and by the interference theory (hp = 100nm).  

4.5 Simulation results and discussion 

Based on the above methods, we analyzed the radiation patterns of thin-film flip-chip LEDs 

with various p-GaN thicknesses (175 nm, 200 nm, 210 nm, 225 nm, 250 nm and 275 nm) and 

results are shown in Fig. 4-8. Then, the angular distribution is imported into the ray tracing model 

in Monte Carlo LightTools to analyze the light extraction efficiency (LEE) of the blue LED array. 

Since the LED chip is surrounded by a black photoresist with a refractive index of 1.5, the light 

extraction cone (±38°) is limited to the top surface of the LED. Figure 4-8 illustrates that with 

various thickness of p-GaN layer, the radiation pattern and LEE is changed periodically. The 

relatively high LEE region (≥ 30%) occurs when the p-GaN thickness is at 210 nm, 225 nm, and 

250 nm. 
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Figure 4-8 The angular distribution inside the GaN LED by the interference theory (a) hp = 

175nm, (b) hp = 200nm, (c) hp = 210nm, (d) hp = 225nm, (e) hp = 250nm, and (f) hp = 275nm. 

In addition to efficiency, optical crosstalk which could reduce the image quality is another key 

factor for micro-LED color conversion displays. Therefore, it is important to apply an appropriate 

thickness of p-GaN to achieve high LEE and small optical crosstalk. The angular distribution of 

the blue LED light incident on the color conversion film depends on the radiation pattern inside 

the LED and the light extraction cone at the interface between the LED and the resin. For example, 

when the thickness of p-GaN is 250 nm, the radiation pattern inside the LED has a peak intensity 

near the critical angle. Therefore, after the emitted light is refracted at the interface between the 

LED and the resin, the angular distribution inside the resin will have a strong intensity in large 

angle, which will cause severe optical crosstalk. Based on the device structure shown in Fig. 4-1, 

when the adhesion layer is 20μm, Figure 4-9 shows the optical crosstalk of micro-LED color 
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conversion displays with various p-GaN thicknesses (210nm, 225nm and 250nm). To assess how 

much blue light passing through adjacent pixels, we place the receiver on top of the adhesive layer 

(at the entrance of color conversion material). From Fig. 4-9(a), we can see that when the p-GaN 

thickness is 210nm, the smallest optical crosstalk occurs. In addition, a thicker adhesion layer also 

increases the optical crosstalk. Fig. 4-9(b) shows the optical crosstalk ratio as a function of 

adhesion layer thickness. Three micro-LEDs with p-GaN thickness (210nm, 225nm and 250nm) 

are analyzed. Taking the relatively large LEE (30.0%) and small optical crosstalk into 

consideration, the 210nm p-GaN thickness micro-LED is used in the following analysis. 
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Figure 4-9 (a) Simulated color image at the top of adhesion layer (20μm). (b) Simulated 

optical crosstalk ratio as a function of adhesion layer thickness. 

In this section, we evaluate the improvement in CCE and color gamut of our proposed patterned 

CLC film system relative to the control system. Four types of display systems are analyzed: 1) 

CF1 color filter only (control system), 2) CF2 color filter only (lower efficiency but wider color 

gamut), 3) Color filter (CF1) + CLC film (narrow-band), and 4) Color filter (CF1) + CLC film 

(wide-band). As described above, the P-CLC film can reflect the leaked blue light back to the color 
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conversion film, thereby increasing CCE. Generally, the more blue light leaks, the greater the 

improvement of the P-CLC film. Therefore, it is important to make the blue light leakage rate close 

to the practical value. Based on [86], we found that the blue light leakage rate of most QDCFs is 

~20% to 40%. In our simulation model, we use these numbers to analyze the CCE enhancement 

caused by the patterned CLC film. Figure 4-10 depicts the spectral power distribution and display 

color gamut of four types of display systems when the blue light leakage rate is 40%. We first 

focus on the comparison of color conversion efficiency between different display systems. As 

described above, CF2, which has a lower transmittance than CF1, reduces the color conversion 

efficiency. In addition, for display systems with P-CLC films, narrow-band and wide-band CLC 

films lead to a CCE improvement of approximately 16% and 30%, respectively. Compared to the 

narrow-band CLC film, as shown in Fig. 4-5(a), the wide-band CLC film with a larger reflection 

band has better blue light recycling ability. 

In terms of color performance, the narrower emission spectra of green perovskite nanocrystals 

and red QD materials are expected to provide a wider color gamut. However, due to the blue light 

leakage in the blue-green crosstalk area of CF1, the display color gamut is reduced to 77% of Rec. 

2020. To solve this problem, a color filter (CF2) with less crosstalk between the blue and green 

channels can be applied to expand the color gamut. Compared to CF1, CF2 can expand the color 

gamut from 77% to 92% Rec. 2020. However, the average transmittance of CF2 in the emission 

spectrum of perovskite nanocrystals is only 54.5%. Such a low transmittance greatly reduces the 

CCE of the display system. On the other hand, the wide-band CLC film has a wider reflection band 

(410-490nm), which helps not only recycle the leaked blue light, but also reduce the crosstalk 

between the green and blue color filters. Thus, the color gamut coverage is expanded. In addition, 
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the wide-band CLC film can maintain high transmittance in the emission spectrum of the 

perovskite nanocrystals. As a result, by combining a high transmittance color filter (CF1) with a 

wide-band CLC film, a wide color gamut (89.5% Rec. 2020) and high CCE can be achieved 

simultaneously. In comparison with CF2, our newly proposed device structure can achieve a 

similar color gamut (around 90% Rec. 2020) but with a twice CCE. Table 4-1 summarizes the 

overall color conversion efficiency and color coverage of the four types of display systems.  

 

Figure 4-10 (a) Comparison of the spectral power distribution of the four specified display 

systems. (b) Simulated color gamut of the four display systems in Rec.2020 color space. 
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Table 4-1 Summary of normalized color conversion efficiency and color coverage of the four 

display systems studied. 

 
Intensity  

(Color converted) 

Color coverage  

(Rec. 2020) 

CF1 77% 77.46% 

CF2 50% 92.70% 

CF1+NB-CLC 89% 83.22% 

CF1+WB-CLC 100% 89.50% 

4.6 Proof of concept experiments 

Figure 4-11(a) illustrates the setup of our proof-of-concept experiment. In order to recycle the 

leaked blue light, two CLC films with opposite handedness is laminated on top of a CsPbBr3-

polystyrene perovskite-polymer. Due to the limitations of our manufacturing equipment, in this 

experiment, the micro-LED array is replaced by an LED array. However, there are some 

differences between these two device structures. For example, the backward reflector at the bottom 

of the micro-LED, and the black photoresist to prevent lateral emission is not applied in the LED 

array. The radiation pattern of the LED array was measured by a goniometer (RiGO801 

TechnoTeam Vision) and plotted in Figure 4-11(b). In addition, as shown in Figure 4-11(c), a 

CsPbBr3-polystyrene perovskite-polymer composite film with a center wavelength of 520 nm and 

a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 21 nm was prepared by the swelling microencapsulation 

method [87]. A control measurement based on a glass substrate was also prepared to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the CLC film, and the blue light leakage rate of display system without CLC film 
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was measured to be 60%. Comparing the normalized emission spectra received by the fiber-optic 

spectrometer (Ocean Optics HR2000CG-UV-NIR) drawn in Figure 4-11(d) from the device 

structure with and without the CLC film, the CLC film improves the CCE of the color conversion 

film by about 43% (under 60% blue light leakage). In the measurement, a long pass filter (cut-off 

wavelength of 500 nm) was used as a color filter. It is worth noting that although the optical fiber 

can only receive the light emitted near the normal angle, according to the isotropic emission of the 

perovskite nanocrystal, the intensity increase ratio should be the same at all angles.  

 

Figure 4-11 (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. (b) Measured radiation pattern 

of the LED array. (c) Measured emission spectrum of the CsPbBr3 perovskite film. Inset: 

CsPbBr3 perovskite film under 365 nm UV light. (d) Measured emission spectrum of down-

converted green light with and without the CLC film (filtered by the long pass filter with 500 

nm cutoff wavelength). 
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Here, we only compared the results of the display system with and without NB-CLC film. The 

reflection band of the CLC film (not the WB-CLC film) was not optimized. In addition, as 

mentioned above there are some differences between the device structure of LED array and micro-

LED array. Also, the insulating bank in not applied in the color conversion film. All these factors 

will affect the absolute improvement of CCE by adding CLC film. However, in this proof-of-

concept experiment, we still observed that by assembling CLC films with opposite hands, the CCE 

of the color conversion micro-LED display system can be improved. 

4.7 Summary 

In this chapter, we have optimized the device structure of μ-LEDs to modulate the radiation 

pattern so that most of the emission light illuminates the targeted subpixels and reduces the optical 

crosstalk between subpixels. Additionally, we have proposed a patterned CLC film to recycle the 

leaked blue light and reduce the crosstalk of the color filters. We fabricated patterned CLC films 

without a vacuum fabrication process, with feature sizes ranging from 10 μm to 80 μm. For 

microdisplay applications (<5 μm), high-resolution photo-alignment equipment is required to 

further reduce the feature sizes. With above improvements, we have doubled the CCE of the 

display system and expanded the color gamut coverage to 90% Rec. 2020 compared to traditional 

color conversion μ-LED displays. We have also conducted a proof-of-concept experiment to verify 

the functionality of the patterned CLC film. Finally, our proposed methods, including patterning 

CLC thin films and optimizing LED device structure, can be extended to all kinds of color-

conversion display systems, including color-converted μ-LED light engines for head-mounted 

displays. 
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CHAPTER 5: HIGH OPTICAL EFFICIENCY VR DEVICES 

The content of this chapter was previously published in [30]. 

5.1 Background 

High optical efficiency VR devices are critical for extending the operation hours so that the 

users do not need to frequently charge the device or connect a power cord while using it. The 

efficiency of a VR device mainly depends on two factors: the efficiency of the light engine and 

the coupling efficiency between the light engine and the imaging optics [30]. Numerous studies 

have been conducted to improve the light engine efficiency, such as enhancing the external 

quantum efficiency (EQE) of self-emissive displays [88,89], the CCE of color-converted displays 

[90,91], and the transmittance of light-modulating displays [92]. However, only a few studies have 

focused on the coupling efficiency of VR devices, and even fewer have considered both factors 

simultaneously. The coupling efficiency of a VR device indicates the ratio of the light emitted by 

the light engine to the light ultimately received by the viewer. Figure 5-1 illustrates the schematic 

of a VR display system. The light emitted from the display panel is initially refracted by a 

magnifying eyepiece and then reaches the eyebox. Due to its small etendue, only a small portion 

of the display light can reach the eyebox (highlighted in green), while the rest is either wasted or 

becomes stray light in the optical system (highlighted in gray) [93]. 
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Figure 5-1 Schematic of VR devices consisting of a display panel, imaging optics and eye 

pupil. 

A straightforward approach to improving the coupling efficiency of a VR device is to use a 

directional display, but it can have unintended side effects such as vignetting on projected virtual 

images and reduced optical efficiency on light engines. As shown in Figs. 5-2(a) and 5-2(b), 

because different pixels of the light engine have varying emission cone angles that can reach the 

eye pupil, the angular-dependent light leakage, intensity distribution, and emission spectrum of 

light engine cause both uneven brightness and color projected virtual image. Moreover, additional 

optical components, such as microlens arrays and prism films for LCDs and stronger microcavities 

for OLEDs, are required for generating directional emission displays, which typically reduce the 

optical efficiency of the light engine itself [94–96]. Therefore, it is essential to optimize the light 

engine structure for improving the optical efficiency of VR display without compromising the 

image quality. 
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Figure 5-2 Schematic of (a) field brightness non-uniformity and (b) field color non-

uniformity in VR. According to the pixel position (top, center, and down), three circles on 

the right of the figure represent the image received by the eye, respectively. 

5.2 Device structure 

Here, we focus on the lightweight VR system with a Fresnel lens [97]. The system consists of 

a flat panel display (OLED display or LCD), a Fresnel lens, and a receiver (circular eye pupil with 

a diameter of 4 mm). The raytracing model in the LightTools software is illustrated in Fig. 5-3(a). 

In the model, the Fresnel lens diameter is ~45 mm, the eye relief is ~15 mm, and the distance from 

display to the lens is ~35 mm. For the display, point sources are used to represent the pixels in the 

display panel. In addition, according to the circular symmetry of the VR system, we can simplify 

the display system in one direction. Therefore, 28-point sources with 1-mm pitch are built along 

the y-direction to represent the entire display system. In each point source, the total emission cone 

(polar angle (θ): 0° to 90°; azimuthal angle (φ): 0° to 360°) is divided into 91 units by the polar 

angle, with an interval of 1°. Then, we sweep the polar angle of each point source from 0° to 90° to 

define the angular power collection efficiency of each cone unit. Results are plotted in Fig. 5-3(b). 

Again, the angular power collection efficiency (C (θ, y)) is the ratio of power emitted from the 

point source to the power received by the receiver (eye pupil). As Fig. 5-3(b) shows, when the 
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point source is in the central area (y-position = 0), only the emission cone with a small polar angle 

can reach the eye pupil. On the other hand, the emitted light from edge pixels reaches the eye pupil 

through the emission cone with a larger polar angle.  

 

Figure 5-3 (a) Schematic of Fresnel VR system in LightTools. (b) Simulated angular power 

collection efficiency of the 28- point source in an VR system. 

Based on the radiation pattern of the display and angular power collection efficiency of the 

VR system, the power received by the eye pupil from different pixels can be defined as: 
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and the optical system efficiency (OSE) of the VR system which is the ratio of total power received 
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In Eq. (5-1) and Eq. (5-2), I(θ) is the angular distribution of the emission pixel, Ω(θ) is the unit 

solid angle, and C (θ, y) is the angular power collection efficiency function of the VR system.  

From Eq. (5-1), an effective method to improve the optical efficiency is to match the radiation 

pattern of each pixel with the angular power collection efficiency function of the VR system. Since 

the angular power collection efficiency function is concentrated in a small polar angle range, 

directional displays are widely used to improve the optical efficiency of the VR system. To 

generally explain the total light efficiency improvement in displays with various radiation patterns, 

we first use a point source with Lambertian radiation pattern and its exponentiation I(θ) = cosn(θ) 

in the simulation model. In Sec. 5-3 and 5-4, when we optimize the OLED display and LCD, a 

realistic radiation pattern of the display will be applied. Here, the OSE of the VR system with 

various radiation patterns is normalized to the Lambertian emission panel. As Fig. 5-4 shows, the 

directional display can indeed improve the OSE of the VR system. However, in a real display 

panel, modulating the radiation pattern usually brings up some side effects. Taking an OLED 

display as an example, applying a strong microcavity to achieve a narrower radiation pattern may 

cause severe angular color shift and lower out-coupling efficiency. In addition, concentrating the 

backlight emission toward the normal angle may also lose the overall power efficiency of the LCD. 

Another side effect of applying directional display in an VR system is the uneven OSE in each 

pixel. As shown in Eq. (5-1), the OSE varies at different pixel positions. Therefore, a directional 

emission display may cause a large OSE difference between the center and the edge pixels, 

resulting in a vignetting effect.  
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Figure 5-4 Normalized OSE of a display with various radiation pattern in a VR system. 

The second and third metrics are related to color performance: one is field color gamut 

coverage, and the other is field color non-uniformity. As illustrated in Fig. 5-2(b), the angular 

power collection efficiency of different pixel positions will also affect the received emission 

spectrum, which can be further defined as: 
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where S(θ) is the angular emission spectrum of the display, and the definitions of other parameters 

have been given in Eq. (5-2). Based on Eq. (5-3), we can define the received emission spectrum 

of each emission pixel. Here, we use the pixel in the center of the display to define the field color 
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gamut coverage of the VR system. In addition, the field color non-uniformity is further defined by 

the color difference between adjacent pixels and the center pixel of the display. 

5.3 LCD light engine 

A transmissive LCD consists of a backlight unit and an LC panel. The backlight provides lots 

of freedom to modulate the radiation pattern of the display. The radiation pattern and color gamut 

of an LCD is mainly determined by the backlight unit, while the angular color shift and dark state 

light leakage are mainly caused by the LC panel. In our simulation, we use the parameters of a low 

viscosity LC material reported in [98] in the short-range lurch control in-plane switching (SLC-

IPS) mode [99] in order to achieve a fast response time for VR display applications. As shown in 

Fig. 5-5(a), the electrode area is shown by green color, the dead zone gap marked by the red dashed 

lines with space W = 2.3 μm, and the subpixel pitch L = 8 μm for a high-resolution-density [>1000 

PPI (pixel per inch)] display panel. The on-state voltage is set at 7V to drive in the fast response 

area. The obtained average gray-to-gray response time is 2.74 ms. The optical properties of such 

an LC panel compensated by the +A and -A plates as described in [100] are simulated by a 

commercial LCD simulator (Techwiz LCD 3D) and results are plotted in Fig. 5-5(a-d), including 

2D transmittance distribution, VT curve, angular color shift, and isocontrast contours. 

In an LCD, the emitted backlight is further modulated by the LC panel to control the brightness 

pixel by pixel. Therefore, its radiation pattern can be defined as: 

                                                   ( , , , ) ,display backlight LC CFI I T g T  =                                        (5-4) 

where Idisplay and Ibacklight is the radiation pattern of the LCD and backlight unit, TLC is the 

transmittance of LC panel with different incident angle (θ, and φ), wavelength (λ), and gray level 
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(g), and TCF is the transmittance of color filters (CFs). For simplicity, we set TCF = 0.33 for the 

employed white light source. In addition, in practical application, the thin film transistor (TFT), 

data line, and gate line also occupy part of pixel area and block the backlight. Therefore, the LC 

aperture ratio should be further considered when the layout of the LC panel has been defined. 

Here, a backlight unit with a Lambertian radiation pattern is implemented in the LCD, and the 

corresponding display radiation pattern is obtained from Eq. (5-4). The angular light leakage and 

color shift of the displays cause uneven field brightness and field color in the VR system.  

However, as shown in Fig. 5-5(c), due to the wide viewing angle of IPS LCD, the angular color 

shift of the LC panel can be ignored within the 20° polar angle range, corresponding to the upper 

limit of the angular power collection efficiency function. Figure 5-5(e) shows that the worst field 

color unevenness of the three primary colors is about 0.0005, which is much smaller than the just 

noticeable color difference of 0.02. In addition, as shown in Fig. 5-5(d), the light leakage of the 

LC panel is better compensated in the horizontal view than in the vertical direction, so the contrast 

ratio is widely expanded in the horizontal direction. Considering the influence of the VR imaging 

lens, the light leakage rate of each emitting pixel is shown in Fig. 5-5(f). In a VR system, pixels 

located at the edge of the display in the x-direction will have more serious light leakage.  
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Figure 5-5 (a) The 2D transmittance distribution of SLC-IPS under on-state driving 

voltage; W = 2.3 µm, and L = 8 µm (b) Simulated voltage–transmittance curves of the SLC-

IPS at = 550 nm; The 100% transmittance is normalized to the transmittance of two 

parallel polarizers and 100% aperture area of fast response region. The simulated (c) 

angular color shift and (d) isocontrast contour of the SLC-IPS with compensation films. 

Under Lambertian backlight source, (e) the field color non-uniformity and (f) the dark 

state light leakage ratio of the LCD based VR system.  
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In addition to the LC panel, by using patterned prisms with different base and apex angles, 

the radiation pattern of the backlight unit can be locally modulated. As shown in Fig. 5-6(a), the 

mLED backlit LCD consists of a backplane reflector (specular reflector: R=90%), a mLED array 

(Lambertian emission source), a diffuser (Lambertian diffuser), and two crossed brightness 

enhancement films (BEFs; apex angle=90o; base angle=45o; width=50 µm). Firstly, we set the 

refractive index of the BEF to vary from 1.4 to 1.7 and plot the corresponding angular intensity 

distribution after crossing the BEFs in Fig. 5-6(b). When the refractive index of BEF increases 

from 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, to 1.7, although the total output power of backlight unit drops from 100%, 

87.5%, 72.5%, to 56.43%, the light intensity at normal direction increases from 58%,67%, 83%, 

to 100%. Considering the angular power collection function of the VR system, the larger intensity 

in normal view may achieve a higher field intensity in the center area of the display panel. To 

verify our inference, we calculate the radiation pattern of the on-state LCD by Eq. (5-4) and import 

the results to the optical simulation model in LightTools to get the TLE distribution of the VR 

system. Here, the TLE is the ratio of power received by the eye pupil to the power emitted from 

the LED devices. All the losses in backlight unit, LC panel, color filters, and VR system are 

considered. Figure 5-6(c-f) shows the results of LCD backlight unit with a BEF, whose refractive 

index ranges from 1.4 to 1.7. The TLE of pixels at the center of the display panel (x = 0, y = 0) is 

raised from 0.011%, 0.014%, 0.016%, to 0.018% as the refractive index of BEF increases from 

1.4, 1.5, 1.6 to 1.7, respectively. However, the TLE uniformity between the center and margin 

pixels (the ratio of TLEmargin to TLEcenter) also changes from 74%, 74%, 77%, to 43%. This uneven 

TLE may further cause the vignetting effect in the VR system. 
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Figure 5-6 (a) Schematic of the LCD based VR system. (b) The angular intensity distribution 

of backlight unit with BEF (n = 1.4 to n = 1.7). The TLE distribution of each pixel in the 

LCD based VR system with BEF having various refractive index: (c) n = 1.4, (d) n = 1.5, (e) 

n = 1.6, and (f) n = 1.7.  

To further improve the TLE and solve the vignetting issue of the VR system, the panel is 

evenly divided into 9 uniform zones, that means the zone width is 1/3 of the panel width. In each 
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zone, the unit cell which is an inverted prism (n=1.4) with an apex angle β=30°, a base angle 

α=60°, and a width w=50 µm is implemented on the top of the crossed BEF to locally modulate 

the radiation pattern of the LCD backlight as shown in Fig. 5-7(a). The angle between the prism 

axis and the y axis is different in each zone, ranging from 0° to 315°, with an interval of 45° from 

zone 1 to zone 8. Regarding to the symmetric structure from zone 1 to zone 8, here we only 

illustrate the radiation pattern of zone 1 to zone 3 in Fig. 5-7(b) to Fig. 5-7(d). Finally, the field 

intensity distribution of the VR system based on the LCD backlight with 2D inverted prisms is 

shown in Fig. 5-7(f). Compared to the result in Fig. 5-6(f), the inserted 2D inverted prism further 

increases the TLE of the VR system from 0.012% to 0.017% and improves the TLE uniformity 

from 43% to 77%.  
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Figure 5-7 (a) Schematic of 2D patterned prism. The backlight radiation pattern in local (b) 

zone 1, (c) zone 2, and (d) zone 3. (e) The TLE distribution of each pixel in an LCD-based 

VR system with 2D patterned prism. BEF: n = 1.7. 

5.4 OLED light engine 

In this paragraph, we optimize the device structure of OLEDs for VR devices to achieve high 

OSE, indistinguishable field color nonuniformity, and vivid color performance. Due to the 

functional difference between direct view displays and projection displays, the optimized OLED 
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device structure should be different for each system. More specifically, compared to a direct-view 

OLED display, an additional eyepiece is used in the VR system to produce a magnified virtual 

image. As shown in Fig. 5-4, matching the display radiation pattern with the light acceptance angle 

of the eyepiece can significantly improve the optical system efficiency of the VR headset. 

Therefore, the display with directional radiation pattern is generally preferred. In OLED devices, 

a stronger cavity effect is usually used to achieve a more directional radiation pattern, but it also 

leads to a larger angular color shift, which is unacceptable in direct-view display applications 

[101,102]. However, it should not be a problem in VR applications, because the relatively small 

light receiving angle of the eyepiece significantly alleviates the color non-uniformity of the 

displayed virtual image. In a VR system, users observe the OLED panel through a magnifier lens. 

Meanwhile, different pixels have different light acceptance angles, which will cause a slight color 

non-uniformity in the generated virtual image. The color non-uniformity of virtual image can be 

calculated by Eq. (5-3).  Here, a red top-emitting OLED shown in Fig. 5-8(a) is used as an example 

to illustrate the difference of microcavity structure between the optimized direct-view OLED 

display and the OLED for VR display. At the beginning, the cathode thickness is set at 10 nm 

(silver), while the HTL thickness varies from 5 nm to 300 nm, which is used to modulate the 

resonance wavelength of the OLED microcavity. In the optimization process, two critical points 

deserve special mention. First, when the HTL is 210 nm, the OLED device exhibits the highest 

EQE. The other is that when the HTL is 180 nm, the maximum intensity of the OLED device 

occurs at normal angle. The normalized radiation patterns of these two structures are plotted in 

Fig. 5-8(b). In addition, the emission spectrum as a function of viewing angle is also plotted in Fig. 
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5-8(c) and (d). It is commonly known that by detuning the resonance wavelength of the OLED 

device, maximum EQE can be obtained, but the tradeoff is increased angular color shift.  

 

Figure 5-8 (a) Layer structure of a red OLED device. (b) Normalized radiation patterns of 

the two critical OLED devices. Simulated angular spectral shift of the OLED device with (c) 

maximum normal intensity and (d) maximum EQE. 

Next, we further modify the microcavity strength by adjusting the silver film thickness [103]. 

As shown in Fig. 5-9, when the thickness of the top semi-transparent cathode increases from 10 

nm to 25 nm, the reflectance of the corresponding semi-transparent cathode at =630 nm increases 

from 25%, 43%, 58%, to 69%, respectively. In addition, the angular color shift (u’v’) between 0° 

and 60° viewing angles also increases from 0.066, 0.0933, 0.1126, to 0.1289, as shown in Fig. 5-

9(b) and (c). As mentioned above, because the light acceptance angle is relatively small, such an 
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angular color shift is not a problem in the VR system. The corresponding image color non-

uniformity is calculated using Eq. (5-3) and results are depicted in Fig. 5-9(d). In other words, in 

a VR system, there is no strict limit on the angular color shift of the OLED device, and we can 

more freely optimize the OLED microcavity to achieve a higher optical efficiency and narrower 

full-width at half-maximum (FWHM). The emission spectrum and system efficiency of the OLED 

display (as a function of Ag thickness) in the VR system are summarized in Fig. 5-9(e) and (f), 

respectively. Obviously, the stronger cavity effect narrows the FWHM of the emission spectrum. 

On the other hand, in Fig. 5-9(f), the blue and orange lines illustrate the EQE of the OLED devices 

and the system efficiency of OLED displays in VR applications as a function of Ag thickness, 

respectively. This shows that if we take the EQE of the OLED device as the sole optimization 

objective without considering the collection efficiency of the VR system, we could choose the 

OLED device with a 15-nm-thick Ag layer. However, in a VR headset, the OLED device with 25-

nm-thick Ag can increase the system efficiency by about 10%, in comparison with that of 15-nm-

thick Ag. This difference is due to the more directional radiation pattern of the microcavity OLED 

device with a stronger cavity effect, which leads to a higher collection efficiency of the VR system. 

If we further consider the human eye’s responsivity to light, the efficiency difference could exceed 

30%, as shown by the yellow line in Fig. 5-9(f). This can be explained by the emission spectrum 

plotted in Fig. 5-9(e). A stronger microcavity concentrates the emitted power at a wavelength 

below 650 nm, which in turn contributes to a higher luminous efficiency. 
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Figure 5-9 (a) Simulated reflectance of the semi-transparent cathode at 4 specified 

thicknesses. Angular color shift of OLED devices with (b) 10-nm and 15-nm, and (c) 20-nm 

and 25-nm Ag semi-transparent cathodes. (d) VR color non-uniformity of OLED devices 

with 4 specified cavity strengths. (e) Simulated emission spectra of OLED devices with 

different cavity strengths, and (f) Simulated EQE and TLE of OLED devices with different 

cavity strengths. 

5.5 Summery 

In this chapter, novel device structures for LCDs and OLED displays are proposed and 

optimized based on three proposed VR system metrics: total light efficiency, field brightness non-

uniformity, and field color non-uniformity. These metrics are used to evaluate the efficiency and 

image quality of VR devices. The proposed light engines seek to increase the total light efficiency 

while maintaining good image quality without serious vignetting effects. For LCD-based VR 

systems, a 2D patterned prism film is applied on top of a directional backlight unit to increase the 

total light efficiency by 41% and reduce the brightness non-uniformity by 34%. For OLED-based 

VR systems, a stronger microcavity is applied to increase the directionality of emitted light, 
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resulting in 30% higher total light efficiency compared to the reference device used in direct-view 

displays. Although the optimized OLED displays stronger angular color shift, it does not seriously 

affect the color uniformity of virtual images due to the small acceptance cone of the VR device. 

This optimization method is proven to be effective in designing next-generation display devices 

for VR systems. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation, we aim to solving two major challenges faced by current VR display 

systems, namely degraded image quality and relatively low optical efficiency. To address these 

issues, we propose novel design rules and device structures for the light engine, which not only 

enhance the performance of the light engine itself but also facilitate an effective integration with 

VR imaging optics, thereby improving the image quality and efficiency of a VR display system. 

For the HDR light engines, mLED backlit LCD is a strong candidate, but it suffers from halo 

artifacts that significantly degrade the image quality. To mitigate this issue, we firstly developed 

an optical simulation model to analyze the impact of HVS, image content, and viewing conditions 

on the severity of halo artifacts in mLED backlit LCDs. The results show that light scattering in 

the eye (also known as eye halo) smears out the halo artifact and reduces its visibility in HVS. 

Additionally, an objective metric, D-value, is proposed to evaluate the correlation between image 

content and the noticeability of halo artifacts. Based on our test images, a good correlation is 

further verified. Then, we evaluate the noticeability of halo artifacts under different viewing 

conditions, including various ambient lighting and viewing angles and found that the reflected 

ambient light also smears out the halo artifacts of mLED backlit LCD. As a result, increasing 

ambient illuminance from 0 (dark room) to 500 lux reduces the dimming zones required to 

suppress the halo artifacts by approximately 10 times. Our established guidelines are useful to 

optimize the mLED backlit HDR LCDs and to avoid image degradation due to halo artifacts.  

In VR devices, it is important to evaluate the overall image quality of the entire display system, 

rather than just the light engine. In Chapter 3, we describe an optical simulation model to evaluate 

the image quality of VR devices, with the image contrast of fringe patterns at different frequencies 
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serving as an evaluation metric. Our results reveal that the stray light and aberrations of imaging 

optics are key factors that affect the image contrast for high (>5 cpd) and mid-frequency (>0.1 cpd 

and <5 cpd) image contents, respectively. In our pancake lens design, the aberration of imaging 

optics limits the maximum resolvable density of light engines to 1270 ppi, and the existence of 

stray light, although undesirable, sets the upper limit for the device contrast ratio. More 

importantly, our study shows that the contrast ratio of the light engine mainly affects the low-

frequency image contents (<0.1cpd). Therefore, when applying local dimming technology to LCD 

light engines, the size of the local dimming zone does not need to be very small. It just needs to be 

properly sized (around 2-mm to 4-mm wide, depending on the intrinsic LCD’s contrast ratio) to 

improve the image contrast of low-frequency patterns. Overall, our system analysis indicates that 

light engines should be designed based on the VR imaging optics, rather than relying solely on the 

HVS characteristics. 

In AR devices, a self-emissive, compact-size -LED panel with high peak brightness is an 

outstanding light engine candidate. To achieve high resolution density, a color-converted -LED 

display with a pixelated quantum dot (QD) array has gained significant attention. In Chapter 4, we 

present a novel device structure to enhance the efficiency and color performance of color-

converted -LED light engine. The high efficiency -LED light engine is achieved through two 

steps: first, tailoring the radiation pattern of the -LED to concentrate the emitted blue light to 

targeted subpixels; second, laminating a pixelized CLC film to recycle the leaked blue light back 

to the color conversion film. With these improvements, we double the CCE of the display system 

and expand the color gamut coverage to 90% Rec. 2020. After that, a proof-of-concept experiment 
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was conducted to verify the function of pixelized CLC film. It is worth noting that the developed 

device structure has potential applications to advance all types of color-converted display systems. 

In chapter 5, we reduce the power loss during imaging projection by tailoring the radiation 

pattern of light engines to match the etendue of the VR display system. Moreover, we also consider 

the potential side effects such as vignetting effect and non-uniformity on the projected image. We 

proposed novel device structures for LCDs and OLED display light engines to enhance the VR 

system efficiency without compromising the image quality. For an OLED based VR system, the 

optimized OLED device exhibits a 30% higher total light efficiency. More importantly, due to the 

small acceptance cone of VR devices, the color uniformity of virtual images is less affected by the 

angular color shift of the light engine. As a result, the stronger angular color shift exhibited by our 

optimized OLED does not significantly impact the color uniformity of projected images. For LCD-

based VR systems, a 2D patterned prism film is applied on top of a directional backlight unit to 

locally modulate the radiation pattern of light engine. By locally matching the emission cone of 

the light engine with the acceptance cone of the imaging optics, the proposed light engine can 

increase the total light efficiency by 41% and reduce the brightness non-uniformity by 34%. Our 

optimization method is proven to be effective for designing next generation display light engines 

for VR applications. 
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